
Project explanation:
● Liquid culture is incubated at 37 degrees celsius in an incubator in order for bacteria cells to grow after inoculation. The incubator 

is set to shaking as it increases the oxygen penetration into the media and tubes can also be set at an incline so that the surface 
area of the media in contact with the air is greater, and shaking is more efficient.

● As we only had vertical tube racks in our lab, we needed to source one. 

● On the market, the prices range from $200-$500 with even a support to put an existing rack at an incline being about $30. So, we 
needed to find a cheaper option. We have access to two 3D printers in the Jim Haseloff lab, Plant Sciences so we decided to print 
our own! This way we could customise the rack, with it fitting our incubator perfectly whilst also keeping our costs low. We know that 
funding is often an obstacle for many iGEM teams and even for many start-ups so we thought we could share our CAD (computer 
aided design) publicly to inspire others to create their own financially-accessible lab equipment.

● Software used:

○ Autodesk Fusion 360 (for the CAD) 5.1.0
○ Ultimaker Cura (if you have an Ultimaker 3D printer, specifically for the printing process) 5.1.0

● Other necessary materials:

○ 3D Printer (Ultimaker S3 or S5, depending on size of print - both would have fitted this rack but I used S5)
○ Ultimaker PLA - Black (but any colour could be used)



Project explanation:
● For this 3D-print, it took me a few days to get used to the software as I hadn’t used CAD since secondary school but eventually 

I got a hang of the tools. I was using a picture reference of a previously printed rack soI did a few trials with just attempting to 
make the silhouette of the rack before being advised that I instead make the cross-section and then extrude that, so it prints 
as one piece and I don’t need to assemble anything afterwards unlike in the reference photo. Surprisingly, it only took me one 
actual print to get a rack that I was happy with and experience no issues along the way. There may also be more efficient ways 
to carry out the design process that those with more experience prefer to take but the following instructions are exactly what I 
did to get to the final product.

● Following these instructions, I estimate it will take a few hours to design the rack in Autodesk and get the print going then the 
print itself has a duration of 1 day and 20 hours.
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0. Deciding you need to 
print your own ‘Shaking 

Incubator Rack’

$45
8.06

!



1. Construct cross-section
● Download Autodesk Fusion 360

● Create ‘New sketch’

● Choose shape ‘centre rectangle’ and 
make a 49.497mm x 49.497mm square.

● Delete the top and right hand side of 
the square, and turn the hypotenuse 
construction line into a material line to 
make the right angle triangle.

● Finding the mid point and the two 45 
degree vertices, make a perpendicular 
line of 32mm outwards. 

70mm

the hole diameters will be 20mm - 
the snapcaps are 17mm in 
diameter so 1.5mm either side to 
give them room to shake. This 
gives 6mm either side of the holes 
to the edges of the racks

the snapcaps I am making the 
rack for are 70mm up to the 
10mL mark which is where I 
want the tubes to sit in the top 
rack of holes - using 
trigonometry, the hypotenuse 
of a 49.497mm x 49.497mm 
square is 70mm.



2. Extrude cross-section
● Using the hollow extrude button, extrude the cross section 240mm at 5mm 

thickness.

● In my case, the middle rack didnt extrude so I used the thicken tool to thicken 
it 2.5mm either side. That left behind the extra mid line and joining line. We will 
get rid of these in the following steps.

● Using the combine tool, remove the joining line from the middle rack as we 
want this to print in one piece.

the extrution is 240mm as I’m 
making a rack with 8 holes, 
each hole 20mm diameter with 
10mm gaps between them and 
5mm gaps to the edges on the 
ends (8x20mm + 7x10mm + 
2x5mm = 240mm).



3.1 Add holes
● Create ‘New Sketch’ and select the top rack rectangle as the plane.

● Use the Create > point tool to find the midpoint of the width of the rectangle and make 8 points for the centres of 
the holes.

● Use the dimension tool to make sure you follow the distances in the image. There should be 15mm from the edge 
to the centre of the edge circles and 30mm between the rest of the circle’s centres.



3.2 Add holes
● Create holes on all 8 points, following 

these measurements. The holes will go 
straight through the 2 racks and slightly 
through the 3rd, leaving a well for the 
tubes to rest at the bottom in and be less 
likely to fall about.

● Here you will notice the issue with the mid 
line in the middle rack which prevents you 
seeing right through all the holes. You can 
now select this plane and delete it.



4. Add Sides This could’ve been done earlier but this is when I realised I needed to add them

● Sketch the cross sectional area of the side and extrude outward for 5mm. Make sure this remains as one piece 
with the rest of the structure and do the same for the other side. 



5. Add text (optional)
● I’ve inscribed ‘iGEM 2022’ on the back of the rack, to make it stand out against the other racks in our communal 

lab but this can be altered to your preference.

● You want to create ‘New sketch’ and select the ‘text’ option. 

● Once you’ve typed it, finish sketch.

● Extrude this -1mm into the plane.



6. Add base (for stability)

● Creating a new sketch with a centre rectangle on the plane 
of the base of the structure, make a rectangle with 
dimensions 286mm x 89.497 (creating a 20mm brim around 
the base). This can be made bigger if things are needing to 
be added to the base.



7.1 Finishing Touches - Filleting
● In order to make the final product look smoother and less pointy, we will carry out a series of filleting and 

chamfering different edges .

● First we fillet the joint between the structure and the base, with diameter 2mm, by highlighting the 4 edges 
around that join and using the fillet tool. Having a smoother transition between parts also helps increase the 
quality and strength of the final print.



7.2 Finishing Touches - Filleting
● Next select the outer edges and use the filleting tool to round them all off.



8.1 Upload to Ultimaker Cura 
● Using version 5.1.0



8.2 Upload to Ultimaker Cura 
● The settings used:



8.3 Upload to Ultimaker Cura 
● We are using the Ultimaker S5 to print, you will need to 

select your 3D printer

● Select your printing material - we are using Strong black 
PLA (listed as ‘PLA’ on the machine for us)

● Make sure that you’ve added supports to the print

● Press ‘slice’ to see how it will be printed and how long it 
will take



8.4 Cost of the 3D print  
● Ultimaker Black PLA - 750g : £32.50

● 327g needed for the print so only £14.17 for this rack! (as 
long as you already have access to a 3D printer)

● This is wayyy cheaper than inclined racks on the market

● Even cheaper than products used to add to your existing 
racks to make them slanted too!

$458
.06!$26.

37!

$203
.98!



8.5 Upload to Ultimaker Cura 
● Download Ultimaker Cura (I used ver. 5.1.0)

● Use the right hand side toggle to expose the layers that 
will be printed. The supports are shown in turquoise.

● You can use the bottom toggle to play through the 
printer head, printing the rack.



8.6 Upload to Ultimaker Cura 
● Remove the USB from the ultimaker printer and insert 

into the laptop.

● Save the Ultimaker Cura file ‘to removable drive’

● If the printer finds any issues, it will flag them here.

● If not, press print!

● The waiting game begins.



9. Remove Rack from Printer 
● Once the print is finished, gently prise it from the printer 

bed.

● Snap off the brim from the edge of the base.

● Snap off the support structures, the have lower infill 
density than the print so should be relatively easy to

● (optional) You can sand down the final rough edges



Now you’ve made your own 
3D printed 

‘Shaking Incubator Rack’!!
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https://docs.google.com/file/d/1QvZKG8MpI2zsRPGVlKA6-zJebSisNevb/preview
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● CAD: Shau’ri Wiggins

● Advice: Ryan Wiggins, Camillo Moschner

● Ultimaker Printer & Material: Jim Haseloff Lab, Plant Sciences 


